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Overview
1. Research Outputs and Impact team at University of Queensland Library
2. Research Metrics
§ Part 1: Metrics 101
§ Part 2: Author metrics
§ Part 3: Journal quality
§ Part 4: Article metrics
§ Part 5: Altmetric
3. What is it for me?
Overview
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Research Outputs and Impact team at 
University of Queensland Library
§ Research Outputs and Impact
o Training and advice for research metrics and research data management
o Grant-writing support and UQ collaborative publication reports
o Research data management planning and publishing
§ Scholarly Publishing
o Publishing advice
o Open access advice, training and support
o Digital publishing initiatives
§ UQ eSpace
o University of Queensland institutional repository
o Collects and manages research outputs, research data, special collections and Higher Degree by 
Research (HDR) theses
o Provides publication data and metrics for government reporting, researcher profiles and internal measures
Scholarly Communication and Repository Services (SCARS)
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§ Research Data Management (RDM)
§ Metrics
Current team (11 people):
1 Manager, 1 Senior Librarian, 2 Data Analysts, and 7 Librarians
The Research Outputs and Impact (ROI) team
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§ Senior executive: Vice Chancellor (President) Office, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research), 
Sponsored Research, International Office (Global Engagement)
§ Heads of School, Faculty, Institute Directors
§ Research Managers and Administration Staff
§ Research Committees
§ Individual Researchers and Research Teams 
….In collaboration with Liaison Librarians
Metrics: Who do we work with?
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Best practice1
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Care must be taken in ensuring that the information is relevant, meaningful, accurate, and 
appropriate and that caveats are well understood
Expert 
Users+ + = Meaningful Metrics
1http://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351
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§ UQ eSpace (UQ institutional repository)
§ Scopus
§ SciVal
§ Scopus Custom Dataset
§ Web of Science
§ InCites
§ Altmetric
§ The Lens
§ ORCID
§ CrossRef
Data sources & tools—one size does not fit all
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Collaborative Publications Reports
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Capability mapping
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Internal Collaboration
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Faculties, Institutes, Schools, Centre of Excellences…
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Individual and group 
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Engagement and Impact
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Patent Citation Alternative MetricsEnd-User Co-Publication/Funder 
Analysis 
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Research Metrics
Part 1: Metrics 101
Publication output and related citations may indicate research quality. 
Metrics provide supporting evidence of claims individuals/research groups make about their:
• track record
• contribution to the discipline and/or significance of the contribution
• international profile
• capacity to collaborate effectively
You can use metrics to differentiate yourself from other researchers
Why Metrics?
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1.  Number of publications (productivity)
2.  Career citation count
3.  Citations per paper
4.  % cited (or % uncited)
5.  H-index
These numbers tell us something, but there is a lot missing.
Metrics: The standard 5
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The h-index (JE Hirsch) proposed in 2005 as a measure of research influence of a scientist.
h-index = number of papers with citation number greater than or equal to h
e.g., If your h-index is 15, you have 15 papers cited at least 15 times.
H-INDEX
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Use the h-index measure with care. 
Citation patterns vary across disciplines 
• h-indices in Genetics are much higher than in Business 
Researchers in different disciplines cannot be compared using the h-index. 
Even within the same discipline, the h-index should not be used alone as a measure of research 
quality. 
Researchers in the same discipline at different stages of their careers can not be compared 
using the h-index.
H-INDEX: Is it meaningful?
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H-INDEX: Is it meaningful?
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Citation tracking systems (measure differently)
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Part 2: Author Metrics
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Using metrics as evidence
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I have productive 
international/national 
collaborations…
Analyse your co-author network by country and/or 
institution. 
What % of your WoS indexed articles have a non-
UQ author or an overseas co-author?
Corporate collaboration? 
“70% of my journal articles have non-UQ Australian 
based co-authors, with 15% of my papers involving 
international co-authors, including 3 papers with 
Harvard based co-authors…”                                   
(Web of Science, April 2018)
Part 3: Journal quality
§ Journal (not article) level metric
§ Discipline specific
Journal quality measures
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§ Cite Score (Scopus)
§ Journal Impact Factor (Clarivate)
§ Eigenfactor (Clarivate)
§ SJR (SCImago)
§ Australian Business Deans Council (ABDC) Journal Quality List — Business, Economics
§ Arts & Humanities Citation Indexed Journal List
§ European Reference Index of the Humanities
§ Australian Public Affairs Information Service
Journal Quality Measures
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Using metrics as evidence
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My publishing            
track record
80% of my publications from 2013–2018  
are in Quartile 1 journals                             
(Source: JCR Web, April 2018).
I have two 2016  publications in the   
Journal of Early Childhood, which is the    
2nd ranked journal in the category of 
Education                                                    
(Source: Scopus, April 2018).
Journal quality measures
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If you are interested in Journal Rankings you 
can look at:
• Journal Citation Reports
• Scopus Journal Metrics
• ABDC List
Part 4: Article metrics
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Part 5: Altmetric
Using metrics as evidence
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Engagement beyond 
academia 
My publications have been mentioned in            
news outlets 5 times and cited 4 times in               
policy documents (Altmetric, April 2018).
My papers have been mentioned by a wide 
international audience including from US, UK,  
India, Argentina, Mexico, Morocco, Peru by
Scientists, Science Communicators,                       
Health Practitioners and the public 
(Altmetric, April 2018).
7 of my papers have outstanding Altmetric Scores 
(top 5% of all outputs scored by Altmetric), 
demonstrating interest in my work beyond         
the scholarly community (Altmetric, April 2018).
Alternative metrics
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• Attention metrics (i.e., Altmetric.com)
— Available through UQ eSpace
— Also good for policy citations 
• ImpactStory.com 
Alternative metrics
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§ Bookmarklet — Altmetric it!
§ Publons (peer-review contribution)
§ How many of your books/chapters are in libraries worldwide?
§ Invitations to speak at conferences or other events
§ Commissions/consultancies received
§ Awards received
§ Invitations to boards
§ Mentions in or influence over government/education policy
Other impact measures
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Using metrics as evidence
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Short track record? 
Unpack what you have…
Look at journal quality
— All Quartile 1 journals?
Who is citing your work?
— Where are they from, why are they 
citing your work?
How quickly is your work being cited?
What is it for me?
§ Strong awareness of current trends and issues in research, learning and teaching, scholarly 
publishing, research outputs and impact, and information resources development within an 
academic environment 
§ Excellent competence in learning, teaching, and research support including the ability to use 
current technologies and information resources relevant to the learning, teaching and 
research needs within an academic environment 
§ Good communication, interpersonal, customer service, and teamwork skills with the ability to 
collaborate and communicate with people at all levels
§ Ability to organise workload, adhere to timelines, and work under pressure with a high degree 
of attention to detail and accuracy either independently or collaboratively in a team 
environment
Skills that I have developed
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§ Scholarly communication is a developing area
o New metrics tools
o Keep aware of the latest trends and issues in research evaluation (citation and peers 
assessments) and impact services, research data management, scholarly publishing, 
institutional repository, and emergent research information services
o Find new strategies to provide excellent research outputs services
§ Metrics knowledge to develop my career as Library and Information Science practitioner-
researcher
Where to go from here?
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Thank you
Dr Bekti Mulatiningsih AALIA (CP)
Librarian (Research Outputs and Impact)
Library
University of Queensland
b.mulatiningsih@library.uq.edu.au
@bmulatiningsih
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bmulatiningsih/
